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A technology for technical diagnostics based on the 
multivariate analysis of system status is under consideration. 
It combines the capabilities of wavelet transforms and 
relaxation neural networks. Important practical advantages 
of the proposed technique include the capability to recognise 
damage using only a few training patterns and the possibility 
to apply the method for non-stationary input diagnostic 
signals. Recognition of damage in dynamic suppressors 
attached to an aircraft panel is presented as an example.

Keywords: Technical diagnostics, non-stationary signals, wavelet 
transforms, relaxation neural networks, aircraft 
damage.

CONDITION MONITORING

1. Introduction

Under consideration here is a universal technology based on the 
multivariate analysis of system status, which combines capabilities 
of wavelet transforms and relaxation neural networks. This is 
used for technical diagnostics: recognition of damage in dynamic 
suppressors attached to an aircraft panel is presented here as an 
application example.

The diagnosis of cumulative damage is an important technical 
problem to be solved during operation of different structures. To 
prevent unexpected failures, developing defects should be detected 
as early as possible to avoid fatal device breakdowns and resulting 
accidents. Especially topical is efficient damage recognition in 
aircraft structures, in which fatigue damage results from various 
causes. 

Vibration analysis is now established as a suitable condition 
monitoring technique, where trained systems such as neural 
networks, discriminant networks, etc, are proven to be the most 
effective tools[1-2, 7-9, 11, 18, 21]. Some previous studies also used fuzzy 
logic concepts[14], their combinations with neural networks[15], 
statistical approaches[3, 19], wavelet analysis[15-17, 20, 22] and its 
combinations with neural networks (traditional perceptrons).

Given the fact that most of the time it is hard to acquire a 
dataset representative of the whole failure space1, one of the most 
difficult problems inherent in trained systems in practice is the lack 
of available damage patterns for high-grade training (a variant of 
the so-called problem of small sample). To overcome it, the new 
approach was proposed. In tests, it demonstrated reliable results 
even if only one pattern for each damage type was available.

The mentioned problem has made topical the application 
of more general and universal analysis methods having no such 
limitations. These methods are wavelet transforms and trained 
structures. Neural networks are the most well-known. New 
approaches allowed correct work with non-stationary processes 

and significantly extended the possibilities for study. In particular, 
all signal features detected using spectrum and correlation analysis 
can be revealed using wavelet analysis, and all the data assessed 
using autoregression models are displayed with neural networks as 
simplified (singular) forecast version.

One of the most complex problems occurring when using 
traditional trained structures2 is the insufficiency of signal samples 
required for tuned parameter determination that is caused by the 
complexity of representative trained sample composing3. More often 
only the signal fragments that correspond to absence of damage 
are properly represented in this sample. The given technique for 
recognition shown below allows this problem to be solved. It has 
shown reliable results even when only one pattern for each damage 
type was available. 

In contrast to a number of the above-listed methods applied in 
technical diagnostics, the suggested approach:
q is effective for detecting both signal short-term anomalies 

and stable changes of its parameters typical of technical 
applications 

q is applicable not only for establishing the fact of damage 
occurrence but for its nature identification

q provides recognition of the state of the system being tested by 
spatial distribution of damage consequences in reference points

q is less sensible to quality of signal initial form transformation 
into a convenient one for presentation recognition 

q allows accumulating the data displaying change of the studied 
signal individual patterns (by generating a ‘bank of typical 
signal patterns’)

2. Principal component of the technology: 
relaxation neural networks

Relaxation neural networks, the advantages of which are in use here, 
are characterised by direct and inverse information distribution, 
with data circulation taking place until balance state. Synapse 
weights are calculated only once, before the network operation. 
The matrix of synapse weights corresponds to different classes to 
be recognised, as shown below. This process may be considered 
as training that is carried out using information about recognition 
patterns calculated with the aid of available patterns. In contrast 
to traditional trained structures, a relaxation network memorises 
patterns before actual data input. The main reason for its use is the 
capability to be tuned up for recognition when only a small sample 
of signal patterns is available and other types of trained structures 
cannot be trained properly (one pattern for each recognition class 
is sufficient). Hopfield networks[2, 4], Hamming networks[2, 13] and 
bi-directional associative memories (Kosko networks)[5-6] are the 
best-known forms of relaxation networks4. 

Technical diagnostics and monitoring based on 
capabilities of wavelet transforms and relaxation 
neural networks
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1  Usually, only the normal operation space can be characterised accurately enough.
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Hopfield networks are the most studied. They have a single 
hidden neuron layer, where each neuron has synaptic connections 
with all others as well as one input synapse (Figure 1). The number 
of outputs equals the number of inputs representing some observed 
signal. In classical Hopfield networks, bipolar signal representation 
is used: each input equals -1 or 15. 

The network is supposed to find a relevant output typical 
pattern having an arbitrary imperfect signal at the input or to draw 
a conclusion about the absence of corresponding patterns. 

New neuron states si and axon values yi are calculated with the 
aid of the following formula:
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where t – discrete time point, wij – synapse weight coefficients, 
n – number of network inputs, f[…] – activation function. If any 
axon values are changed during the last iteration of neural layer 
renewal, the network continues to work, otherwise it stops. If 
network set-up is correct, the obtained output vector is a pattern 
closest to the input data.

Under further consideration are asynchronous Hopfield 
networks with discrete states and time, whose activation function 
works in the following way:
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while states are renewed one by one in random order. It was proved 
that if the matrix of weight coefficients is symmetric and has zero 
leading diagonal, output signals of these networks converge only to 
some limiting representation6.

Input of typical signal patterns in a Hopfield network is brought 
to calculation of synapse weight coefficients. It was proved that 
these coefficients shall be calculated in the following way:
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where i and j are indices of pre- and postsynaptic neurons, 
correspondingly; xi

k  and x j
k  are i-th and j-th elements of k-th 

pattern vector. Specifically, the given formula expresses sufficient 
convergence condition for such a network: symmetry of the matrix 
of weight coefficients and the equality of its diagonal elements to 
zero. In case of the given weight coefficients, input signal converges 
to one of the patterns that were taken into account.

The memory capacity of Hopfield networks is restricted: in 
general case, the number of stored patterns should not exceed 

n/4lnn, where n is number of net neurons. It is important in practice 
that only one pattern for each recognition class is enough at the 
training stage.

Hamming networks (Figure 2) are convenient in the case when 
one does not need to identify the signal pattern itself but its number. 
They consist of two layers. Both layers have m neurons, where m 
is the number of patterns among which recognition is carried out. 
Each neuron of the first layer has n synapses connected with each 
of the network inputs.

The second layer neuron outputs are connected with the 
inputs of the other neurons of the same layer by negative synaptic 
connections. The unique positive back connection is given from 
each neuron output to its input.

The nature of Hamming network operation is in identification 
of the typical pattern closest to the input vector in the given metrics 
(Hamming7, Euclidean etc). After initial estimation of the distances 
between the input vector and the typical patterns remembered in the 
course of training, the Hamming network starts cyclic calculations 
using back connections during which network outputs corresponding 
to typical signal patterns are trying to mutually suppress competing 
output signals. As a result of this process the activated one is the 
output of the so-called winning neuron that usually corresponds to 
the pattern nearest to the input vector. The number of a winning 
neuron identifies the recognised pattern. The role of the first layer 
is quite tentative: a Hamming network uses its weights only once, 
after that this layer is not used for calculations.

Two types of Hamming networks were used for solving the 
considered problem: in one network the first layer was composed 
of traditional neurons8 with identity activation functions, in the 
other one the layer was composed of radial basis elements with 
exponential activation function. The second type of the network 
was obtained by the authors as a result of a search for the most 
effective way for the recognition of anomalies. Both results of 
signal binary transforms9 and signal representations, in which such 
transforms were not used10, were input into the recognising network 
in different applications

In case of traditional neurons the closeness degree between 
vector representations of the input signal and typical signal patterns 
is determined using their scalar product. The first layer neurons 
outputs, correspondingly, are calculated as follows:

y s w x Ti i ji j i
j

n
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1

where X = (x1, x2,…, xn) is input vector, Ti are threshold values 
(displacements), i = 1, 2,…, m, m is amount of remembered 

Figure 1. Hopfield network structure Figure 2. Hamming network structure

5  In some applications 0 or 1 (binary representation).
6 Without limit cycles. Limit cycles may take place for synchronous Hopfield networks.
7  The distance between two binary vectors in Hamming metrics is a number of mismatched bits in 

these vectors.
8 Usually used in multilayer perceptrons.
9 At that each component of input vector is equal to 0 or 1.
10 Often (but not always) normalisation of the input vector improved identification.
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patterns. Postsynaptic potential functions for the second layer are 
calculated using the following formula:

s t y t y t k i ii i k
k
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where εi are small positive numbers. New values at the second 
layer neuron outputs are obtained using piecewise linear activation 
function:
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In practice the following synaptic weights and threshold values 
are frequently used:
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where pji are components of the i-th remembered signal pattern 
Pi = (pli, p2i,…pni).

In the case of radial basis elements, the closeness degree between 
vector representations of the input signal and typical patterns is 
estimated via square of distance in Euclidean metrics:
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The indicated closeness measure presupposes the use of 
exponential activation function:

f s s[ ] exp( )

This type of network can be adapted to dispersion of 
characteristics inside allowable input signals by introducing critical 
levels for winning radial basis elements and their differentiation for 
various types of damage and technical systems: the conclusion on 
the presence of damage shall be made only in case of exceedance of 
the corresponding level. It is convenient to represent critical levels 
as percentage of output values obtained under coincidence of input 
signals with typical patterns.

Advantages of Hamming networks compared to Hopfield 
networks are significantly less volumes of calculations and memory 
occupied.

3. Recognition technology

Principal stages of recognition technology are presented in 
Figure 3. The recognition procedure is consequently executed for 
digitised time realisations of fixed time duration extracted from the 
analysed signal. After each execution of the indicated procedure, 
the beginning of the studies realisation is shifted along this signal 
for quite a small time interval (thus the considered fragment 
‘slides’ from the beginning to the end.) Discretisation frequencies 
of typical patterns and analysed signal shall coincide. First of 
all, current signal realisation of some prescribed standard length, 
which is obtained from a gauge at a given checkpoint, is converted 
into relevant bipolar or binary representation (in some variants of 
recognition this stage may be dropped). Then, this representation 
enters the asynchronous Hopfield network with discrete states and 
time, or the Hamming network, whose connection weights have 
been calculated using available typical damage signal patterns 
as well as signal patterns corresponding to normal structure 
operation or patient state. After cyclic computations, the properly 
tuned Hopfield network converges to the so-called attractor, 
which is an accumulation point at the space of admissible input 
signals representing some reconstructed typical pattern closest to 
the input signal. In its turn, the Hamming network converges to 
a number of the closest typical pattern immediately. Finally, the 
identification of structure status or patient state conditioned by the 
point of convergence takes place. After that the beginning of the 
signal fragment to be analysed is shifted for a given time step, and 

recognition procedure is repeated. Thus, similarity to one of the 
given typical patterns is determined by being at some corresponding 
domain of attraction of the signal representation space.

Selecting particularly Hopfield or Hamming networks for signal 
recognition is not substantial. Other types of relaxation networks, 
such as bi-directional associative memories (Kosko networks) 
are also acceptable to solve some applied problems. Hopfield 
and Hamming networks were selected now since they have better 
mathematical backgrounds and result predictability.

At the first step of signal binary (bipolar) conversion, digitised 
signal realisation that has been obtained from a certain gauge is 
subjected to wavelet transform. Its result, wavelet spectrum, is a 
function of two variables that may be represented as a structure in 
three-dimensional space or as a two-dimensional diagram depicting 
level curves.

Discrete wavelet transform is usually used in practice. To get 
binary (bipolar) representation, one should select some its simplified 
form containing sufficient quantity of information about the process 
under study and being sufficient for subsequent analysis. Simple 
discrete approximation of so-called skeletons11, which are sets of 
discrete wavelet spectrum local extrema12 points, meets well such 
requirements. This discrete approximation may be easily recoded 
to the required representation if one codes local extrema points as 
1 and other points as -1 (for bipolar representation) or 0 (for binary 
representation.) 

Figure 3. Recognition in case of binary (bipolar) transform

11  2-D plot of wavelet spectrum maxima and minima lines.
12  Points of discrete wavelet spectrum, which are greater/less than both neighbours in the direction 

corresponding to time shift (or equal to them).
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The suggested technique can be modified for diagnostic system 
state recognition by spatial distribution of the observed signals 
(simultaneously by all leads). To do this two layer recognition is 
organised using Hamming networks with radial basis elements 
and exponential activation functions (Figure 4). At the first (local) 
layer of recognition, the degrees of closeness between analysed 
fragments and patterns for each lead individually are identified. 
Based on comparison results a so-called spatial correspondence 
vector is formed. Each i-th component of the vector zi contains 
information on the number of the closest pattern and its closeness 
degree, viz:

z ni i2

where ni is the number of the closest pattern for i-th lead, θ is the 
fraction of output value of the Hamming network, which could be 
obtained when the pattern with number ni would be used as an input 
fragment.

The obtained vectors of spatial correspondence are compared 
to spatial signal patterns – the samples of the second (global) 
layer of recognition. Each of them represents spatial distribution of 
correspondence to the patterns of the first layer typical of certain 
technical damage. Identification of the number of the closest pattern 
as at the first recognition layer is carried out using the Hamming 
network. After that the final conclusion on presence or absence of 
damage in the analysed data is made.

5. Example of application: recognition of 
dynamic suppressor damages

Suppression of vibration for thin-walled structures subjected 
to excitation in acoustic frequency range is a topical problem in 
designing modern aircraft. Results of its solution may be used for 
improvement of soundproofing characteristics, prolongation of 
structure service lifetime, etc. The dynamic suppression method 
is to attach additional devices to a structure, with special force 
influence on it being the case. The effect in question is realised by 
means of both redistribution of vibration energy from the structure 
to suppressors and increase in power dissipation. This way 
differs from another approach, which uses insertion of additional 
kinematical connections (for example, fixing some structure points) 
and cannot be applied in series of situations because of design 
considerations.

Employment of reliable dynamic suppressors, which are simple 
in design, is an attractive and advantageous approach when high-

level load is the case and other ways of solution fail because of 
an aggressive environment (this situation occurs, for example, for 
air-intake panels.)

Under consideration is recognition of damage arising in one-
degree-of-freedom elastic suppressors with fluid friction (Figure 5) 
attached to a panel suffering wide-band acoustic excitation. It 
was shown that proper selection of suppressor parameters (partial 
frequencies, fluid friction characteristics and location points) may 
result in considerable reduction of vibration level for a panel under 
acoustic load[10]. As an illustration, Figure 6 presents a comparison 
of acceleration power spectral densities in a test point for an air-
intake panel with and without suppressors13. Damage to dynamic 
suppressors results in fast accumulation of fatigue damage in 
a structure, which leads to its prompt breakdown. Therefore, 
timely recognition of dangerous suppressor damage is of great 
importance.

The presented technique was applied to recognition of four 
standard types of suppressor damage14 (jamming, oil leakage, 
etc) as well as normal system operation. Corresponding patterns 
of structure behaviour were represented by signal realisations of 
the same prescribed length measured by means of gauges at some 
structure checkpoint. As was mentioned in Section 2, non-stationary 
patterns may be used. 

To determine structure condition, current gauge signal 
realisations of the given standard fixed length were taken with 
sufficiently small time shifts and then were transformed to bipolar 

Figure 4. Two-level recognition using Hamming networks with 
radial basis units and exponential activation functions

Figure 5. 1-df elastic suppressor with fluid friction (ms – mass 
of the moveable element, bs – suppressor damping parameter, 
cs – stiffness of elastic joint)

Figure 6. Power spectral densities of accelerations in a 
checkpoint (in g2/Hz): initial structure vs structure with 
suppressors 

13 Two dynamic suppressors with optimised locations, partial frequencies and fluid friction 
characteristics were in use.

14  The following damage types were considered: jamming of suppressor 1, jamming of suppressor 2, 
oil leakage in suppressor 1, oil leakage in suppressor 2.
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representation. After that, they were entered in the previously 
trained relaxation network. Sampling frequency of all patterns and 
current gauge signals to be analysed were the same. Recognitions 
of all available test examples were successful. 

A pair of typical gauge signal patterns corresponding to 
normal operation and suppressor jamming as well as their bipolar 
representations in the graphical format of discrete wavelet spectrum 
are shown in Figures 7-8 for comparison. White corresponds to 
local extrema, black – to non-extreme points15.

Software implementation of the recognition system was carried 
out with the aid of the LabVIEW programming system[12]. 

Realised estimations revealed the advantages of selection 
of Daubechies 4 wavelets for signal transforms and Hamming 
networks for recognition of system states.

6. Summary

A diagnostic technique that is suitable for technical applications 
has been developed and software implemented. It has the following 
main components: 
q Bipolar (binary) conversions of multivariate observed signal 

components obtained from gauges at some system checkpoints, 
which include signal wavelet transforms

q Identification of system state with the aid of relaxation 
networks

q Recognition of two-layer system state by spatial distribution of 
the observed signals in reference points (simultaneously for all 
leads).

n This technology has the following advantages: 
	 • Reliable recognition when only a few (even one) patterns for 

each damage type are the case
 • Possibility to use non-stationary signals for analysis: 

effective recognitions of both short-term signal anomalies 
and stable changes of its parameters

 • Possibility of not only establishing the fact of failure 
occurrence but its type determining

 • Convenient data accumulation representing change of the 
studied signal individual patterns (by generating a ‘bank of 
typical signal patterns’).

n	The presented technology has been applied for recognition of 
damages in dynamic suppressors attached to an aircraft panel. It 
was revealed that:

	 • Hamming networks with radial basis elements and 
exponential activation functions appeared to be most 
efficient for recognition

 • Wavelet transform using the Daubechies 4 function appeared 
to be acceptable for the considered problem solution.
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